Ibrutinib reprograms the glucocorticoid receptor in chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells.
Glucocorticoid (GC) receptor (GR) phosphorylation and signature genes were studied in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) cells to help place GCs within modern treatment algorithms. In contrast to normal B and T cells, transcription of GC-regulated genes was not rhythmic and the synthetic GC dexamethasone (DEX) could not inhibit toll-like receptor (TLR)-responses in CLL cells. This intrinsic GC-resistance was associated with aberrant GR-phosphorylation on activating Ser211 and inhibitory Ser226 sites. Ibrutinib increased transcription of the GR-signature gene GILZ in circulating CLL cells along with GR(pS211)/GR(pS226) ratios and lytic sensitivity to DEX that were not reversed by the competitive antagonist mifepristone in vitro. However, ibrutinib could not improve GR-responses in circulating CLL cells activated with IL2 and TLR7/8 agonists to mimic conditions in pseudofollicle microenvironments. Addition of the janus kinase inhibitor ruxolitinib to block ibrutinib-insensitive signals increased GILZ transcription in pseudofollicle conditions in vitro and in a clinical trial (NCT02912754), and also increased GR(S211)/GR(S226) ratios and DEX-mediated killing in patient samples in vitro. These observations suggest that intrinsic resistance to endogenous GCs is characteristic of CLL cells and ibrutinib may help increase the therapeutic activity of GCs by non-canonical activation of GR.